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The President’s Column
By Lisa Saar, WCBA President 2018

Inaugural Article
As many past presidents may have done, I put off the arduous task
of writing this article until the last minute. I procrastinated mainly because
I didn’t want to talk about myself. Historically the President’s inaugural
article is supposed to tell the readers a little bit about themselves. I didn’t want to follow tradition
and wanted to write on some important legal topic to spark conversation. Inspiration finally came
on Christmas Eve morning as I read a Seattle Times article (page A4) titled “Sensitivity reader’s
vetting children’s books”. The article reported on children’s books that had received bad reviews
because they included descriptions of such things as skin color, race, religion, gender, sexuality, and
chronic illness. Shocking to me, publishers decided to pull the books or delay publishing, and hire
“sensitivity readers” to sanitize the writings. The sensitivity reader’s job was to vet books for
harmful descriptions of the so called sensitive issues listed above which could cause stereotypes,
and then suggest changes to the authors. Once a book was sanitized to the publisher’s satisfaction it
could be published. I wondered if they were given guidelines by the publishes of a list of words
and descriptions of what they considered harmful. I’m all for creating jobs, but really, “sensitivity
readers” so we don’t offend parents or help children understand the world as it is perceived by different writers. Violation of First Amendment rights, a perfect legal issue to write about.
After I read the article and started writing I thought ohhh s&*! approximately 400 subscribers to this newsletter would have the opportunity to read and critique my writings each month. I
don’t mind the critiques but would not want someone to sanitize my writings (of course, I’m not a
publisher trying to make a buck). Second, I thought, what happened to freedom of speech, a basic
right delineated in the First Amendment to the Constitution. It says in part: “Congress shall make
no law ……abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press….”. I can’t imagine a writer of children’s books purposely including words considered hate speech, causing children to riot. Nowhere
in the Constitution or any other government writing I know of, does is say sanitize your writings so
you don’t provide non-politically correct descriptions of the world we live in. Just to check for validity, a Westlaw research attorney was only able to find two cases regarding children’s book relating to censorship of content. A District court in Texas held it was a 1st Amendment violation for a
city resolution giving library card holders the right to censor children’s books by having them
moved to the adult section of the library; and a 11th Circuit, US Court of Appeals, held a school
board could remove a book from its library based upon numerous factual inaccuracies. It’s clear
our government has upheld free speech and press, so the issue of censorship must be from publishers caving to those readers who critique their books.
Also, as I was researching this issue, a google search found an article published in the September/October 2016 issue of “Mother Jones” titled “The uncomfortable truth about children’s
books”. This article reported the Cooperative Children’s Book Center at the University of Wisconsin-Madison who looked at 3,200 children’s books published in the United States last year, found
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that only 14 percent had black, Latino, Asian, or Native American main characters. Meanwhile, industry data collected by publisher Lee & Low and others suggest that roughly 80 percent of the children’s book world—authors and illustrators, editors, execs, marketers, and reviewers were white.
I realize, there will always be someone who is offended or has a negative critique about any
writing. Adults can think for themselves, but children are molded in part by what they are allowed to
read. I do not have any children of my own, but as one who is passionate about books think there
should books for everyone. Writers should be allowed to express themselves without having to
change a characters skin color to avoid offending someone even if it contains a few politically incorrect words. Diversity and differing opinions is one of the things making our country a great place to
live. Obviously I don’t want children’s books that sexually harass, incite riots or race wars, but there
should be diverse books for our diverse population providing accurate knowledge and entertainment
for young minds to develop their own ideas. I’d be interested to hear what you think about
“sensitivity readers” and sanitizing books pressured by public critique. Are their children’s books or
any book for that matter, which should not be available for all to read?
Moving on, I said at the beginning of this article I didn’t want to follow tradition, but that is
not in my nature. My background is steeped in tradition, here’s a bit of my story:
Law is a second career for me. As some of you know, I retired after 22 years as a Lieutenant
Commander Nurse Corps Officer from the U.S. Navy. I have a Master of Science in Nursing and a
JD. I attended a non-traditional law school (Concord Law School) based in Los Angeles California.
I studied my second year of law school while on active duty in Fallujah, Iraq. I retired from the Navy in 2009, finished law school, took the California bar, and met the love of my life here in Washington. While waiting for results of the WA bar I was Director of Nursing Programs for Clover Park
Technical College in Lakewood, WA. Now, since 2013, as a Nurse Attorney, I am the proud owner
of a general practice solo law firm in Bellingham with plans to open a second office in Seattle. I focus primarily in the following areas: All areas of Elder law such as estate planning, long term care
issues; Medicare/Medicaid, Wills, Trusts, Probates; TEDRA’s; Guardianship; and Social Security
Disability/Retirement/Overpayment issues; Veteran’s Disability; Landlord Tenant; Personal Injury;
and Medical Malpractice.
Most people ask me why the switch from nursing to law. Nursing will always be my first love,
but simply put, my war experiences changed me. I’m happy to share some of those experiences to
anyone interested, but there will likely need to be a glass of whiskey or wine involved. I also tell
people law is not unlike nursing. As an emergency room/critical care nurse, patients would come
through the door in crisis with a set of symptoms. I would assess their needs, treat them appropriately and then send them home (following doctors’ orders of course). Law is the same for me; clients
come through my door in crisis with a set of facts. I assess and research the issues, take appropriate
action to solve those issues and hopefully successfully resolve the issues to their satisfaction and
send them home (following the Judge’s order of course). My favorite part of practicing law is listening to my clients and hearing their stories and the fact that every day is different for me just like
emergency room nursing. I am not doing the same thing over and over. Also, just as there is an art to
practicing nursing or any other profession, there is an art to practicing law and I am having the time
of my life honing that art.
(Continued on page 4)
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On a more personal note, I’m engaged to Martin Makela, M.D. who works at University of
Washington in Seattle. As I mentioned above, I do not have children of my own. Instead, I enjoy
spending time with Martin’s three grown children Rebecca, Daniel and Noah. We didn’t plan it,
but have a pack of dogs, Bleu Cheese (Great Dane) came with Martin; Lexi (Bernese Mountain
dog) came with me; and Penelope (Daschund) was a rescue we just couldn’t say no to. Penelope
can usually be found under my office desk. I am passionate about books, particularly those published before 1900. Martin and I travel as often as possible and usually chose destinations where
we can scuba dive.
In closing, I’m happy to serve as your President. I’m looking forward to sparking the conversation and would like to start one project involving how we practice law that will provide a positive change for our community. I am open to suggestions.

Classified Ads
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Just down
the street from City Hall, the Court House and the Federal Building. If interested please call 360-6471916 x 112 or email: robbi@hollanderinvestments.com. Conference room available for Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants.
Attorney Available to Assist with Overflow Work. Former Sole Practitioner licensed in both
Georgia and Washington, will assist with your Overflow needs; now you can have the part-time assistance you need, when you need it. Professional and dependable. Can work on-site or off-site at my
own well-equipped home office. Rates variable by complexity of work; minimum 3 hours. Contact
me directly as follows: Carol Sheppard (770) 366-8186 or CSSheppard100@gmail.com.
Assistance in Serious Cases: Just moved to Bellingham. Recently licensed in Washington, with 42
years of trial experience in Texas, including lead counsel in 2 Capital Murders in the past two years,
and 12 years as a trial judge. Available to assist in preparation and trial of serious cases - criminal and
civil. Contact: Norman E. Lanford, Sr., 512-751-1272, or n.lanford@sbcglobal.net.
Beautifully Updated, Courthouse-Located Office Space Available. 800 sf or more. Take it all or
share with me. Furnishings/new light fixtures/decorations, and rent, negotiable. Also, CONFERENCE ROOM AVAILABLE for rent. Sharon Westergreen . 360-966-3800
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Proposed Change in Court Location for Civil Violations
Bureau (CVB) Proceedings
Dear Members of the Bar in Whatcom County:
Magistrate Judge Paula McCandlis has asked our court to examine whether we can move Civil Violations Bureau
(CVB) proceedings from the current location at the Bellingham Municipal Court to the new Skagit County Community Justice Center in Mount Vernon.
Chief Judge Ricardo S. Martinez supports exploring this request.
CVB proceedings include pleas, sentencings, and non-jury trials, on petty offense and misdemeanor violations
taking place in national parks or other federal enclaves. CVB defendants are scheduled to appear on a specific day
and time, and are given the opportunity to consult with prosecutors and defense counsel in the courtroom. Most
violations require only one court appearance.
We moved our CVB proceedings from the old Bellingham Federal Building to the Bellingham Municipal Court
in September, 2016. Judge McCandlis has been conducting court there the first Tuesday of every month starting
at 5 pm. We have court security officers screen all members of the public for weapons before they enter the courtroom.
We examined the defendant address data from the last three years and we noted virtually all of the defendants
who received citations were from areas much further south than Bellingham. We suggest moving the proceedings
will be more convenient for the defendants and others travelling for court.
The Skagit County Community Justice Center is a new facility near I-5. It is 27 miles south of Bellingham. It has
a full size courtroom near the public entrance, a screening station for security officers, and plenty of parking.
There is also a separate secure entrance for judges into chambers.
In order to actually move the proceedings, the request must first be approved by the Ninth Circuit Judicial Council. Then we have to have the approval of the Judicial Conference Committee on Court Administration and Case
Management (CACM). Once we have the approvals of the Council and CACM, we need to formally request approval from the Judicial Conference of the U.S (JCUS). Once JCUS approves, the Judiciary will introduce legislation in Congress to add Mount Vernon as a place of holding court in Western Washington. Once the change is
made to the statute to add Mount Vernon as a place of holding court, we can work on a contract with Skagit
County to use the facility for our proceedings.
One important element in considering this request is input from the bar. We have developed an on-line survey to
seek input from the local bar members in Whatcom County. We welcome your input as we explore moving our
proceedings to Mount Vernon.

To complete the survey please follow this link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NQHQZBT
Thank you.
Bill McCool
District Court Executive/Clerk of Court
U.S. District Court
Western District of Washington
(206) 370-8430
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Pro Bono Connection

Who? Me? Volunteer for Street Law?

If you are part of the legal community in Whatcom County you have undoubtedly heard of “Street
Law.” It is the flagship program of LAW Advocates. It is a pro bono legal clinic which occurs approximately twice monthly on a Saturday at the Bellingham Library. Low income clients are afforded
the opportunity to meet with an attorney to discuss their legal problems and to get some guidance on
how best to proceed. So why should you get involved and make a commitment to set aside a Saturday
afternoon to participate?
There are lots of good reasons why you should volunteer for Street Law. You have probably heard
many of the standard reasons before and have found some of them to be compelling and others not so
compelling. To review that list briefly:
You swore an oath to do work of this nature when you were admitted to the Washington
State Bar Association.
The Rules of Professional conduct instruct all attorneys to perform pro bono work in their
community (RPC 6.1)
There is an overwhelming unmet need for legal services among low income individuals as
documented in the Legal Needs study commissioned by the state Supreme Court.
Low income individuals have multiple legal problems that threaten basic human survival
needs.
The need for pro bono legal services is growing.
It is a great opportunity to acquire new skills and knowledge.
You have also probably heard or even employed some of the excuses to not volunteer for Street Law
or other pro bono legal services:
I am too busy.
I already do pro bono—I have lots of clients who don’t pay their bills
I am a public service employee and am accordingly already doing my civic duty.
I specialize and don’t know anything about the legal subject matters of poor people.
I am uncomfortable with the program and don’t want to get in over my head.
Not surprising, Street Law has an answer for each of these excuses:
Street Law occurs on Saturday afternoon. You do not have to interrupt business hours to
participate. You are able to choose the Saturday you want to participate. You are modeling civic responsibility to your family.
Not getting paid is not the same as doing pro bono legal work. RPC 6.1 makes it clear that
“services rendered cannot be considered pro bono if an anticipated fee is uncollected.”
Public service employment is not pro bono work. If you are paid a salary for your work it is
not pro bono. PPC 6.1 makes it clear that the ethical obligation to participate in pro bono
falls equally on all attorneys, including government attorneys, prosecutors, and public
defenders.
Clients are assigned to volunteer attorneys based upon the client’s needs and the attorney’s
practice areas. Most clients are looking primarily for some guidance and direction. Many
(Continued on page 7)
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of the clients have already arrived at a solution to their issue but need the opportunity to
talk the matter through and to have their thoughts confirmed. Good attorneys are good listeners—the clients need an opportunity to share their story with someone who understands
their concerns. Good attorneys are constantly learning and growing. Street Law affords
you that opportunity. If you are assigned a client whose problem is outside your practice
area you can consult the LAW Advocates poverty law practice manual. You can also consult with your colleagues who have joined you at the clinic. Your law school education
qualifies you to answer most of the basic questions.
Attorneys may request the opportunity to “shadow” a Street Law experienced attorney to
learn the ropes. Attorneys may also request that a mentor sit in on the client interview to
provide additional guidance.
None of the above however really gets to the core of why you should volunteer for Street Law. The
most compelling reasons for volunteering at Street Law are found in your answers to the following
questions:
Are you proud of your profession?
Do you care deeply about your local community?
Do you care about equal access to justice for all people?
Do you enjoy sharing your skills, experience, and insight with others?
Do you enjoy the comradery of working together with others on a common goal?
Do you want to promote professionalism and collegiality among members of the bar through
the exercise of ethical and civil behavior?
Do you want to promote the provision of pro bono services to indigent persons as an indispensable component of professionalism?
Do you want to make a meaningful contribution to the larger community?
Your answers to these questions and one remaining overarching question will provide you with the answer as to whether you should volunteer for Street Law. Do you want to have fun? Participation in
Street Law is a highly enjoyable experience. It is professionally and personally rewarding. There is
great comradery and sharing between attorneys. The clients are among the most appreciative that you
will every encounter. This leaves one final question—why haven’t you jumped at this awesome opportunity?
—Gail Smith

Thank you to our
December 2017
Volunteer Attorneys*!
Rolf Beckhusen
Jim Britain
Olivia Burkland
Phil Buri
Michael Kleps
Bryan Lane
Kyle Mitchell
Erin Moody
Catherine Moore
Patricia Woodall
*As of press time

We Need You to Volunteer at Street Law
Saturdays 1:00 — 4:00 pm
Bellingham Public Library—210 Central Ave.
February 24th
April 21st
June 2nd
July 21st
September 15th
October 20th
December 1st

March 17th
April 7th
May 5th
May 19th
June 16th
July 7th
August 4th
August 18th
September 22nd
October 6th
November 3rd November 17th
December 15th

Call or email with your chosen dates: Nikki
D’Onofrio, LAW Advocates Programs Manager: Nikki@lawadvocates.org or
360-671-6079 x10
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Esther Hyun joins
Carmichael Clark,
P.S.
Carmichael Clark, P.S. announces that Esther
Hyun has joined the firm as an associate. Esther
practices in the areas of business, creditor debtor
law, and real estate. Originally from the Seattle
area, Esther received a Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration from Washington State University, and graduated from the Thomas Jefferson School of Law in San Diego, CA in
2013. Esther initially practiced in San Diego,
and then more recently with a law firm in Bellevue, WA. More information regarding Carmichael Clark P.S. may be found at
www.carmichaelclark.com.

Seeking Applicants - LAW Advocates - Island County VLP Director
POSITION: LAW Advocates seeks an outgoing, self-motivated individual to coordinate pro bono
legal services for low-income Island County residents.
ORGANIZATION: LAW Advocates is a non-profit organization that provides free civil legal assistance to low-income Whatcom County residents. Pursuant to a memorandum of understanding between LAW Advocates and the Volunteer Lawyer Program of Island County, LAW Advocates is
also responsible for providing services to low-income Island County residents in partnership with
the Island County VLP Board of Directors.
MORE INFORMATION: Here.
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ACROSS THE LINE:
By Scott Railton

BORDER & IMMIGRATION UPDATE

Cascadia Cross-Border Law

1305 11th Street, Suite 301

Bellingham, WA 98225
www.cascadia.com

srailton@cascadia.com
Tel: (360) 671-5945

Immigration Updates for Whatcom Attorneys
The first year of the Trump Administration marked an astounding amount of change in immigration
law, since Congress did not pass a law on immigration. Legal history will likely show this to be the
great issue of the past year: how much can a President do without passing a law on immigration? It
certainly was the key issue of the travel ban litigation, which Washington State was so deeply involved in.
On a daily basis, the Administration has looked for ways to restrict immigration. Early in the year,
the Executive Orders which attempted to implement the travel bans and refugee restriction made the
most headlines. As the year progressed, DACA, NAFTA, Sanctuary cities, ICE, the diversity lottery,
and terrorism made news. In the meantime, the “Buy American, Hire American” order found its way
into every agency’s administrative guidance. In turn, legal immigration is getting much harder.
Here is a brief synopsis of immigration-related news from the past year that may be helpful for Whatcom County attorneys:
•

DACA Rescinded. “What is DACA?” was one of Google’s most asked questions in 2017.
DACA stands for “Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals.” It is the acronym for an immigration
program created by the Obama Administration, which provides a form of relief to certain persons
who entered the U.S. unlawfully as minors, or who overstayed. The program ends in March. Congress is under pressure to pass a law to help the DREAMers. While lipservice is given to bipartisan support, nothing ever seems to get done, amidst the posturing. Whatcom County employers
are now seeing employees lose their work authorizations on a daily basis. Worse, affected individuals are once again under the threat of deportation. I feel for this group. Over 750,000 persons applied and received benefit from DACA.

•

Legal Immigration Getting Harder. Attorneys should be aware that all types of immigration applications are under heightened scrutiny. The government has said it will not give deference to
former adjudications, and so renewals are not assured. Guidance has been issued to scrutinize information technology professions closely. The agency has developed templates to deny certain applications. Adjudication timelines are slowing down. In-person interviews are being required in
significantly more cases. Plenty of applications are still getting approved, but cases should be giv(Continued on page 10)
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en plenty of time and consideration, in order to keep things as predictable as possible.
•

Legal Marijuana An Issue. In the past year, we’ve seen an increase in cases where persons at
the border are asked about their marijuana use. We’ve also seen this at the Consulates and
USCIS Field Offices. Additionally, we’ve seen cases where employees in the industry and investors have run into serious problems. The issue does not come up all the time, but when it
does, the agencies are finding noncitizens inadmissible, removable, and/or ineligible to naturalize. So far, DHS simply says federal law applies when it comes to noncitizens. Waivers have also become more challenging, with renewals not quite as automatic as in the past.

•

Travel Ban in Effect for Certain Countries. The travel ban has been and continues to be litigated. The newest bans are better honed, but they still cut a wide swath. Details are available online, but persons and their relations from the following countries may be affected: Chad, Iran,
Libya, North Korea, Syria, Venezuela, Yemen, and Somalia. Country-wide bans are unnecessary
given the unfettered discretion consular officers have. In fact, during the on-going litigation,
consular officers began restricting the grant of visas in many locations, on a case-by-case basis.
Consular decisions are generally beyond appeal.

•

Refugee Cutbacks. There was a temporary ban on refugee processing, and subsequently a substantial cut in annual admissions. The numbers were cut from 110,000 to 45,000 per year. Meanwhile, the International Rescue Committee says the world is experiencing the greatest refugee
crisis since World War II.

•

Immigration Enforcement Increased. Detention and removal priorities were greatly expanded
early in the year. Numbers are up. Notably, there have been increased reports of ICE agents at
courthouses in different cities. While criminals continue to be a priority, non-criminals are increasingly being detained. We’ve also noticed an increase in the use of expedited removal at the
border, as well as more searches of phones and computers. The border may not recognize attorney-client privilege in conducing searches, but is not supposed to pull cloud documents.

•

NAFTA Renegotiations. The Administration re-opened NAFTA negotiations. NAFTA has a
great impact locally. For immigration purposes, the list of TN professions may be revised. We
have seen that USCIS and CBP have begun to narrow their interpretation of occupation classes
under the existing list of approved professions (e.g. Economist, Registered Nurses).

•

Sanctuary Cities. The Federal Government has threatened to withhold funding from cities it
has determined to be “sanctuary cities.” This has resulted in litigation, which initially has
turned in favor of the cities.

The Administration has an aggressive plan for the coming year, where it will focus on narrowing
legal immigration categories such as the H-1B professional category, and will attempt to push restrictive reforms through Congress. The Administration has published an agenda that prioritizes
“merit-based” immigration over family reunification.
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Ramblings of a Small Time
Country Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

My Year in a Blur
Subtitle: Savitri. Accident. BoG. Work.

HAPPY NEW YEAR! I make no resolution this year, as for
the past several years I have made the same resolution: to voluntarily work less– unfortunately, in this last year, I have involuntarily
worked a lot less, which is not quite the same thing. It is one thing
to choose not to work, it is another to be forced not to work.
I mean there are really great reasons to work less even when
involuntary; prime for me being my daughter Savitri. She is now a
little over a year and half, and has gone from being a mostly inert
object, to a object that remains in motion. Getting called away from
work, or being unable to work due to her presence is a joy. Since
we are speaking three languages to her (Bengali, English and SpanWho Me?
-ish), she doesn’t really speak any human language yet, but manages to be a great communicator
by way of facial expression, baby sign language, pulling us about, and by teaching us her own invented verbal language. She doesn’t stop moving though, even when she sleeps… kicking and
grabbing me… this one is not a snuggler, but a doer. Her favorite thing is to terrify me by climbing up my famous 20-ft bookcase ladder! After that, it is dogs, cats, and books, in that order.
Next, there was the big accident in May in which my wife was hit by an uninsured drunk
driver. I haven’t really updated on this story since then, because recovery has been frustratingly
slow, and we are not yet whole and perhaps will not completely be whole. Recovering from a concussion is frustrating, much because medical science does not well understand brain recovery. Naturally, I involuntarily miss a lot of lawyering to deal with this, but we have been much blessed in
neighbors, parents, and friends who have stepped in to assist. We have recently effectively become
a one income family (depending on my highly variable income), which is a shock, but more so because my ability to work more is limited by being the only driver in the family and having transferred Savitri in greater part to daycare (which means I can’t leave for work earlier than daycare
opens, and sometimes I can’t stay late, lest the daycare call CPS on me!). On a positive note
though, my wife is recovering; she is no longer instantly overwhelmed by noise, no longer needs 45 additional hours of sleep during the day, and is making steady if slow recovery. We are all hoping for full recovery and return to work this year!
Then, of course, there is my service on the WSBA’s Board of Governors. My experience
this year, is somewhat opposite of my experience last year– last year, the powers-that-be relegated
me to a few what I would call “brown people committees” (Diversity Committee, liaison to South
Asian Bar, liaison to Middle Eastern Bar, etc.); this year, perhaps upon deciding I had too much
time on my hands, I swear I am on an infinite number of minor operational committees… I think in
November and a good deal of December, I was in a committee meeting virtually every day! Literally, 100s of potentially billable hours are buried in WSBA work– which I love. I mean I love get(Continued on page 13)
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ting to be involved in making better more transparent policy, but my days just fly by in a blur now.
Somedays, I go to my office just to have WSBA teleconferences, so as to not bother my wife, just to
find myself rushing to leave the office to go get Savitri. Somewhere in all of this, from time to time, I
have also made time for work! So, please 2018,
let’s slow down a bit.
If it sounds like I was complaining above, I
am not, because I am blessed with a wonderful
spouse, a very pleasant baby, wonderful family,
amazing neighbors, fantastic colleagues, supportive
co-workers, superlative friends, diligent attorneys
(thanks Heather Shepherd!), and live happy, secure,
warm and safe!..... So, rather than complain, I mean
to marvel and rejoice in all that I am able to do in
such a wonderful and supportive environment that
lets me perform at such high levels, despite all the
funny voluntary and involuntary obstacles we encounter in life. HOORAY! I look forward to what
2018 has to bring all of us and I wish you all a happy New Year!

Okay Daddy, back to work!

WSBA Community Networking Event - Bellingham
When: Thursday, February 8, 2018
5–7 p.m.
Where: Aslan Brewing Co.
1330 N Forest St, Bellingham, WA 98225
(Light appetizers will be served with a no-host bar)
The Washington State Bar Association invites you to a community networking event
in Bellingham. We are excited to partner for a second year with the Center for Law,
Diversity and Justice at Fairhaven College to create a networking occasion for students. This event is a great opportunity to meet and mingle with fellow attorneys
and prelaw students.
Please RSVP here by February 1.
While an RSVP is not required, we’d enjoy knowing that you plan to attend. We
look forward to seeing you!
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Grow your business with
our
all-inclusive offices!

Stop by for a Tour
Today!
We also have
virtual
options!
Executive Offices include everything to meet your
business needs, all in one place!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reception Services with Custom Scripted Greeting
Tailored to Your Needs
All Utilities Included
Fully Furnished
On-Site Mail Reception
Advanced Copy & Print Center
On-Demand Conference Rooms, Ready When You
Are
1313 E. Maple St. Suite 201, Bellingham, WA 98225
www.thegatewaycentre.com — 360.685.4200
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You are reading this aren’t you?
You too, should be advertising
right...
Court Reporting & Real-time Specialists
Court Approved Audio Transcription

HERE!

We Offer Premier
Certified Court Reporters
Video Conference
Transcriptionist
Conference Rooms
Videographer Services
Transcription of Audio/Video Files, from all formats
Easy Online Scheduling

as of today, if you pay your sponsorship for 6

We look forward to meeting all your Court Reporting
and Transcription needs.

get a 10% discount!!!! Who knows what the

360-671-6298
info@corpolongoandassociates.com
or visit us at
Corpolongo.net
Serving Western Washington Since 1985

New and Old Sponsors… did you know
months or more in the WCBJ, you get a 5%
discount? If you pay for a year or more, you
Editor will offer you if you want to pay for a
decade in advance?!!!!!!!!
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RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46”H x 3.86”W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00”H x 3.86” W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00” H x 7.90” W

full page . . . $100/mo.

1/2

10.00” H x 7.90” W

1/8

And it’s easy to place your ad

E-mail your ad as an MS Word .docx, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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